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The SOH10 Nechelik No. IWell, 

Colville Delta Area,, Northern Alaska: 


Petrology, Diagenesis, Reservoir Quality in Seiected Horizons 
in the Nuiqsut Unit and the Torok Formation 

Abstract 
The SOH10 Nechelik No, 1we!! is located in Sec. 18,T.12NmIR,5E.!Colville River delta 

areaJ northem Alaska, west of the Kuparuk and Prudhoe Bay fieldsl and just east of the 
National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska (NPRA), It was drilled in 1982, reaching a total depth 
~f 10,018feet. 

Samples of core chips from eighteen horizons over the depth intervaf 71 13-7216 feet 
were examined megascnpicaliy and micmscopically. These horizons have been interpreted 
as being stratigraphic equivalents of the Kupamk River Formation. They have informally been 
termed the "Nuiqsut Sands" by other investigators. Of principal interest were structural and 
textural characteristics, the nature and relative abundances of principal rock fabric elements- 
framework grains* matrixl cementsl porosity, as well as proportions of constituent framework 
grain types, Resewoirquali~a~~butes, diagenetic rel&tionships, and sedimentofogic informa- 
tion were of particular concam. 

The samples analyzed are fine- to very fine-grained sandstones: principally sublithic 
arenites/wackes; one is a quark arenitejwacke, another two are sublithic arenites. All contain 
apprwiabka pmportions of pervasive and/or laminated clay-size materials, in part at least 
apparently involved in bioturbation. Grains of glauwnite are commonly present! in trace 
amounts, With one exception, these rocks are all quite low ~n visual porosityl and presently 
exhibit poor apparent fluid storage or transmissive qualities. Howeverl oil-staininghydrocar- 
bon shows have been recognized throughout this interval. 

Additionallyj two thin-sections representing depth intervals of 6382and6387feetJ within 
the lower portion of the Tomk Formation (Brookian), were similarly studied petmgraphically. 

The latter samples are very fine-fine grained sandstones: Iitharenites* with a preponder- 
ance of the constituent lithic grains comprised of smdimentary rocks: argillaceousj chertsl 
carbonate materials. These rocksare also siightly feldspathic, containing bothplagiociase and 
potassium feldspars. Each of the two sandstones exhibits a moderate amount of visible 
porosity (12%), principally secondary in characterl but there is appreciable microporosity 
associated as well. 

I.Introduction Samples of core chips from horizons 
over the dep&intema17113- 7216 feet (cores 
#2m d  #3)were examined megascopically, 

The SOH0 Nechelik No. 1well is 10- under a stereo~crascope, and nineteen 
cated in Sec. 18,. T.lZN.,. R.5E.,Colville River comespondhgrepresentativethin-sections 
delta area,. northern Alaska, west of the were analyzed pe&ogaphically. These ho- 
Kuparuk and Prudhoe Bay fieldsf and just rizons have been interpreted as being 
east of the National Petroleum Reserve in shatigapkcally correlatable to horizons 
Alaska (NPRA; figure l).The well was spud- within the Kuparuk River Formation, and 
ded January 17, 1982, only a few months been informally termed the *'Nuiqsut 
after sufficient delineation drilling had been Sandsf" by some operators. The core chip 
done to indicate that the nearby Kuparuk oil samples were rather limited in size- the 
field was economically viable (late 1981). largest being approximately two inches in 
Nechelik No. 1 was drilled to a total depth of maximum dimension, while most were of 
1OfO18 feet. Several stratigraphic intervals much smaller size, on the order of one-half 
showed oil stainingf and twenty-one cores inch in maimurndimension. As such, these 
were cut, but no drill stern tests were run. samples were of some limited use to show 
The well was plugged and abandoned March the presence and distribution of lamina- 
17,1982. tions, organic materialf and pyrite. 
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Two thin-sections were also available 
representing samples from the depth inter- 
vals 6382 and 6387 feet, within the lower 
portion of the Torok Formation (Br~oUm)~ 
a d  were also analyzed petrograpKcally. 
These horizons are some two hundred feet 
below a relatively well-developed section of 
apparent sands tones within the Torokno ted 
on the wireline logs from this well; unfortu- 
nately, no representative thin-sections from 
these higher, thicker smds were available to 
us* 

These samples are from well materials 
archived at the Geological Materials Center 
(GMC), State of Alaska, Eagle Everf Alaska. 
The samples studied here are only those for 
which thin-sections were available at the 
GMC. These petrographic thin-sections had 
been prepared previously by other investi- 
gators, from the same core chip materials, 
and eachcontained arelatively smallamount 
of sectioned rock. These sections were ex- 
amined with a Nikan Labophot-POL petro- 
graphic microscope, and photo~crographs 
were taken illustrative of representative 
portions of each sample. Point count modal 
analyses were performed in order to deter- 
Inhe the relative abundances (volume per- 
centages) of the principal rack fabric ele- 
ments- framework grainsr matrixr cements, 
porosityr as well as proportions of constitu- 
ent framework grain types. Reservoir qual- 
ity attributes, diagenetic relationshipsl and 
sedimentologic information were of par- 
ticular interest. 

The SOH10 Nechelik #lwell is one of 
the closest industrydrilled explorationwells 
to the NPRA (figure I). It is also i m e d i -  
ately outside the recently formed Kuupkik 
Development Unit, where a series of oil and 
gas discoveries have been mounted re-
cently (table 1). 

Figure 1 shows the major features of 
North Slopegeology. The Colville Basin and 

Alaska Arctic continental margin are 
depocenters separated by the east-south- 
east trending Barrow Arch. Basement rock 
consists of several distinct sequences of sedi- 
mentary rocks which have been locally meta- 
morphosed to varying degrees (Banet, 1990; 
Moore and others 1992). 

Lerand (1973) defined the overlying 
Ellesernerian sedimentary sequence as the 
northerly derived, upper Mississippian 
though lower Cretaceous age, trailing mar- 
ginedge elastics and carbonates foui~d across 
most of the North Slope. He also indicated 
that the Ellesmerian section is 
uncodomably overlain by middle Creta- 
ceous through upper Tertiary, overall east- 
northeasterly prograding clastic rocks shed 
from the Brookian orogenic uplifts of the 
region. 

Refinements to these generalizations 
include the recognition of the sequence of 
lower Cretaceous age! locally deposited, clas- 
tic sediments along the Barrow Arch. 
&man and Hardwick (1983) call these the 
Barrovian sequence. Craig and others (1985) 
refer to a Rift sequence, but prefer to restrict 
the sediments to those found only in gra-
bens north of Barrow Arch. Hubbard and 
others (1987) include the Jurassic sediments 
in their Barrow Arch-derived Beaufortian 
depositional megasquence.Banet (l99O and 
1992) and Mowatt, Bmet and Reeder (1992) 
emphasize that multiple, temporally and 
spatially separated uplifts comprise the Bar- 
row Arch. Thus, their Breakup sequence 
includes all the Jurassic though lower Cre- 
taceous sediments and the various sand- 
stones (including, but not restricted to the 
Barrow, Walakpa1 Kuparuk, Put Riverr 
Nuiqsut! Simpsonr Kemikl Pt. Thomson and 
Tapkaurak) which appear most likely to 
reflect the individually unique provenances 
resulting from the relatively small/area1ly 
restricted local uplifts. 

The Nechelik well drilling encountered 
a sba~gaphic  section similar to that found 
at the Prudhoe Bay field (figure 2). At 
Nechelik #I, the deepest Ellesrnerian con- 



TABLE 1. 
D r i l l i n g  r e s u i t s  from C o l v i l l e  
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Delta w e l l s .  
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FIORD #1 

KALUBIK #l 
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COLVILLE DELTA #l 
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Figure 2. 
Nechel ik  # I  wel l  in re la t ion  t o  Nor th  Slope O i l  and Gas deve lopment .
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sists of white to light gray, hard, and fossil- 
iferous (with sponge spicules and shell frag- 
ments) Lisbume Group limestone, 10,018 
(TD)-9,908 feet. 

The Lisbume is unconformably over- 
lain by the Sadlerochit Group. The basal 
portion of the Sadlerochit is composed of 
interbedded sandstones and shales of the 
Echooka Formation (Permian). The sand- 
stones (9,908-9,762 ft.) are gray, mostly silty 
to very-fine grained and fine-grained, with 
minor medium to coarse-grained zones. 
Glauconite is common through most of the 
Echooka, and there is local porosity. Shales 
and siltsones are dark gray, micaceous, and 
glauconitic, with some plant material on 
bedding planes. Geophysical logs show that 
the sand units are from to 2 to 30 feet thick, 
and are stacked into larger units. Total sand- 
stone thickness is approximately 136 feet. 

The Triassic age, gray to brown, hard 
and mostly fissile Kavik Shale (9,762-9,610 
ft.) overlies the Echooka. Core descriptions 
feature interbedded and laminated siltstone. 
The logs show that the Kavik is overlain by 
predominantly blocky-shaped sandstone 
units and interbedded shale. These are the 
Prudhoe (formerly called the Ivishak) sands 
(9,610-8,750 ft.). Sandstone units are as thick 
as 30 feet, but most sands are between 5and 
10 feet thick. Contacts are sharp. Total sand- 
stone thickness is approximately 441 feet. 
Core descriptions indicate that most of the 
sands are massive, with some crossbedded 
units noted upsection. Thecuttingsand core 
descriptions show the sands to be quart- 
zose, mostly gray, brown or green, hard, 
silica-cemented, and fine-through coarse 
grained, with some chert-cobble conglom- 
erates. Visible porosity varies between poor 
and moderate. Oil staining occurs in the 
upper portion of the section. Interbedded 
shales and mudstones are mostly gray with 
minor red or brown units, hard and silty. 

The Shublik Formation (Triassic) over- 
lies the Sadlerochit Group. As on typical 
logs, the Shublik has a distinctive, highly 
radioactive zone (8,750-8,586 ft.).The lithol- 

ogy consists of interbedded, hard, crystal- 
line, white to dark-gray limestone and black, 
carbonaceous, hard brittle to fissile shale. 
Regionally, the Shublik is considered as an 
important source rock for much of the North 
Slope oil. 

The Shublik is overlain by the Sag River 
sandstone (Triassic). This unit is mostly 
very fine- to fine grained quartzose sand- 
stone. Glauconite is common. This unit was 
also slightly stained with oil. 

At the Nechelik #1 well, the Breakup 
sequence consists of the Kingak Shale (Ju- 
rassic), a lower Cretaceous (?)Nuiqsut unit 
(of informal, local usage) and a Pebble Shale 
unit (figure 4). The Kingak Shale (8,436- 
7,632 ft.) is a mostly uniform section of light 
to dark-gray silty shale and brown siltstone. 
A dramatic offset of sonic velocities sug- 
gests an unconformity at 7,632feet. Regional 
correlations indicate this to be the lower 
Cretaceous Unconformity (LCU). Well-de- 
fined on wireline logs from the Nechelik #1 
well, the overlying Nuiqsut Unit is an 
interbedded, complexly coarsening and 
thickening upwards sequence of sands, silts 
and shales. It culminates in the hard, very 
fine-to fine-grained, oil-stained Nuiqsut 
Sand (7,150-7,087 ft.). 

Cores #2 and #3 show that the Nuiqsut 
sand is quartzose, well sorted, and mostly 
subangular to subrounded. Small siderite 
nodules are common, dolomitic cement is 
patchy, and there is some pyrite. Lenticular 
and wavy bedding are common and are 
disrupted by burrows suggesting that there 
is considerable bioturbation. Glauconite is 
present, in trace amounts, in the Nuiqsut 
sands. The logs suggest that the Nuiqsut 
Unit correlates, or nearly correlates to 
Carman and Hardwick's (1983) nearby 
Kuparuk Formation (Hauterivian-
Barremian) with its fine-to coarse grained 
and pervasively glauconitic, shallow ma- 
rine, Kuparuk River sands (figures 4 and 5). 
Other considerations of this Kuparuk inter- 
val include contributions by Paris (1981), 
Eggert (1987), Masterson and Paris (1987), 
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Figure 4. 
Logs through Kingak Sh. ,  Nuiqsut Unit, Pebble Sh., and lower  Torok Fm. 
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and Gaynor and Scheihing (1988). 

More thin and interbedded sandstones 
and siltstones overlie the Nuiqsut sand 
(7,0874/898 ft). An interval consisting of 
mostly hardl black to brown/ fissile and 
partidly pyritic materialoverlies the Nuiqsut 
Unit (figure 4). This correlates 
sbatigraphicdly to the Pebble Shale Unit 
described in NPM/ and the Kalubik Forma- 
tion {Barre~an-Aptim) of the Kuparuk 
area. The upper 200 feet is highly radioac- 
tive and correlates to the Gamma Ray Zone 
of the Pebble Shale Unit ( G U )of regional 
North Slope usage, or the Aptian-Albian 
High Radioactive Zone (HRZ) of the 
Kupmkarea ( C mand Hardwick/ l9B). 

Lower Brookian (Aph-Nbim)  clastics 
of the Torok Formation overlie the Breakup 
Sequence. The basal unit at the Nechelik 
well (6,@2-5308 ft.) is a turbidite fan type of 
deposit. It consists of thin and interbedded 
shale/ gray to brown partially laminated 
~iltstones~and very-fine grained lithic and 
quartz sandstones. Sandstones between 
about6,070and 6/16!? feet are stacked /amal- 
gamated into thick units (figure 4). Core ##I 
shows that the siltstones are laminated 
(banded)/ f e a t u ~ g  quartz grains and car- 
bonaceous material. Both the silts and sands 
are typically deformed and show dewater- 
ing features (load or sole structures). Cross 
bedding is common. The cuttings descrip- 
tion records brown oil staining. The Torok 
lithology becomes soft to fissile gray shale 
and claystone to d,ZdO feet, typical for distal 
lithologies of the Torok. 

The Torok is overlain by interbedded/ 
nomnarine siltstonesf shale and sandstone 
of the Nariushuk Group {Albian). The sand- 
stones are gray/ very fine-to fine-grained, 
with dark gray lithic fragments (mostly 
chert). Coaly materials are locdly abundant. 

Middle Brookian shale and claystone of 
the Colville Group {upper Cretaceous-Pale- 
ocene) overlies the Nanushuk. These are 
light-to dark-gray shales and claystones. 
There are a few sands or silts thickenough to 

appear on the logs in this section between 
3/050-2/495 feet. In addition, three zones 
have relatively high g a m a  log radioactiv- 
ity between 2,620-1/930 feet. Regionally/ the 
Colville Group becomes coarse grained 
upsec tion. 

In the Nechelik well, the approximately 
lt13O foot depth level marks the base of the 
unconsolidated gravels and soft siltstone. 
Lifiologcal similarities and the lack of in-
duration suggest it may be the base of the 
Sagavanirktok Formation. However, pale- 
ontological data are not available to deter- 
mine whether the uppermost unit belongs 
to the Colville Group (Maes~chtian-Pale- 
ocene) or the upper Brookan Sagavanirktok 
Formation (Eocene and Younger). 

3m General Summary of 
Results 

Petrographic exahation and modal 
analysis of eighteen samples over the depth 
interval 7113-7216 feet show that almost all 
are rather low invisible porosity (the sample 
from 7126 feet exhibits 99'0, as the significant 
exception). The samples are composed prin- 
cipally of fine-grained or very fine-grained 
(Zl3/ 7216feet), well-very well sorted quartz 
sandt with appreciable clay size material 
present as well. The latter occurs as l a m h e  
(persistent-irregular-discontinuous) and 
intergranular matrixt some of whichf at least/ 
is apparently bioturbated material. Thus, in 
overall aspect most of these samples are 
poorly sorted, on the scale of the entire thin- 
section. 

The little recognizable porosity present 
in general (47% in a11 samples except the 
thin-section representing the 7126 foot depth 
interval, which showed 9%visual porosity) 
is patchy (10-20% within these patches)! with 
little/no apparent intercomection between 
the small and rather sparse patches. This 
restricted porosity appears to represent ar- 



easinwhich otherwise pervasive intergranu- 
lar clay material is absent, perhaps due to 
effects of bioturbation (burrows relatively 
purged of clays, for example) and/or di- 
agenesis (paragenetically early carbonate 
cementation, for example) within the sedi- 
ments. h fact, an indeterminate portion of 
this apparent visible porosity maywell repre- 
sent artefacts of sample preparation, mak- 
ing the actual in-situ porosity in these rocks 
even lower than evaluated here. hadditionf 
the substantial amounts of clay materials 
present (9-34Y0), particularly in persistent- 
irreplar-disconhuous laminae, as well as 
interstitial to framework grains- occluding 
potential pore spacef results in samples pos- 
sessing relatively poor apparent fluid stor- 
age or transmissive qualities. 

The framework grains are principally 
(78 to 95Y0) quartz- some of which exhibit 
reworked /somewhat rounded overgrowths 
of quartzf with lesser proportions of rock 
fragments (5 to 22%0; principally sedimen- 
tary-chertsf carbonate grains, siltstone-shale 
clasts) and minor amounts of feldspars (TR-
1Yo; potassium feldspars- including micro- 
cline, and plagioclase). Trace amounts of 
fossil fragments (carbonate), tourmaline, 
glauconite- some as deformed interganu- 
lar material, some as rounded grains, and 
zircon were also noted. The thin-section from 
7136 feet features excellent large pelecypod 
fragments. 

Diagenetic pyrite is common (2to 16O/0)~ 
interstitial to framework grains, replacive of 
fossil materials, and in a general association 
with organic materials and clays- Quartz 
cement- some at least appxently p r e - d a ~ g  
clays/carbonates- is common as 
overgrowths on detri tal quartz grains, 
though difficult to resolve microscopically 
with sufficient consistency to permit mean- 
ingful modal analysis. Carbonate minerals -
siderite, calcite; based on somewhat ineffec- 
tive staining of these thin-sections- consti- 
tute a not uncornmon cement phase as well. 
Some thin-sections (7118, 7126, 7136, 7142 
feet) feature pat&es/appreciable amounts 
of microcrystal1i.ne to poikilotopic carbon- 

ate cementsf of apparent early paragenesis- 
though at least some might, alternatively, 
represent replacement of matrix and/or 
framework grains. 

The clay materials appear to be p ~ c i -  
pdly detrital in nature, although at least in 
partreworked and redistributed, apparently . 
as a result of bioturbation. Clay as inter- 
granular matrix is essentially ubiquitous. 
The optical characteristics and vaguely dis- 
cernible morphologies suggest that at least 
much of this clay is illitic-micace6us, with 
some recognizable kaolinitic clay present as 
well. 

mekmewarkquartzg&s are mostly 
submgular-subroundd, some are angular 
or rounded, and generally well sorted, or 
better. 

These samples can be designated as 
sandstones: sublithic arenites/wac kes, 
sublithic arenites (7118,7136 feet), or quartz 
arenite/wacke (7117 feet), based on the rela- 
tive proportions of the various sand size 
framework gain constituents, together with 
the abundance of de&ital/biobrbated clay 
components. The classification scheme used 
here is modified from Pettijohn, et al., 1987 
(a copy of figure 5-1 from this reference is 
attached as Appendix 1 to the present re- 
port). The a s s i p e n t  of a rockname to each 
of these samples is somewhat ambiguous, 
given the mode of occurrence m d  distribu- 
tions of the clay-sized materials, and the 
uncertainty as to their origins and relation-
ships to the sand size frarnework grains. The 
samples clearly are sandstones; whether 
"wackeff or "areniteff is appropriate in each 
case is less clear. 

Relationships such as those observed in 
these samplesf wherein a well sorted sand- 
sized framework is associated with appre- 
ciable clay-sized materialf have been termed 
"textural inversions" (cf. Pettijohn, et al., 
1987, p. 82-3). Bioturbation is a common 
cause of such texturef although other sedi- 
mentologic processes- generally somewhat 
unique combinations of particular circum- 



stances (for examplef during a storm a well- 
sorted marine shelf sand might be mixed 
with clay inmuch deeper water)- may result 
in similar textural relationships (Blatt, et al.! 
1980f pp. 372ff.). Dark opaquesedopaque 
organic (presumbly) materials arealso com- 
mon/ principally in association with clay 
materials. Some of this could be hydrocar- 
bon material. 

A report presenting analytical data re- 
garding some organic geochemical param- 
eters for some samples from the I?echelik#l 
well was obtained from the Geulogical Ma- 
terials Center, State of Alaska! and is in- 
cluded in the present report as Appendix 2. 
Chemical analyses of total organic carbon 
content for some of the intervals studied in 
thin-section in the present investigation are 
in the range of 1.06-2.74Y0 by weight. 

Core descriptions from the well file 
archived as public Womtio~with the  State 
of Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Corn- 
mission indicate appreciable manifestations 
of oil-staining/ hydrocarbon shows through- 
out the horizons studied here. These core 
descriptions are also quite informative with 

ceous character. Appreciable amounts of 
the lithic grains are deformed into 
"pseudoma~x" between more competent 
quartz and other lithic grains. Each of these 
samples is slightly feldspathic, with both 
plagioclase and potassium feldspar present. 

Most of the visible porosity in both thin- 
sections represents the effects of partial to 
complete secondary dissolution of pre-ex- 
isting framework grains- principally cherts, 
feldspars! and carbonate fragments! as well 
as other rather ill-defined rocks. Appreciable 
clay material, much of which appears to be 
kaulinitic in nature, is associated with thjs 
porosity, likely as derivative reaction prod- 
ucts of the dissolution of the silicates, in 
particular. 

In these two samplest the framework 
gains are principally (!X.lTO) lithic fragments- 
comprised of cherts (7't20%)f argillaceous 
rocks (12f16Y~)t carbonate materials (1Zf15YO) 
including rhombs (some are at least in part 
ferroan calcite) and other fragments, as well 
as other less-well-defined rocks (6%)!to-
gether with quartz grains (4548%).The feld- 
spars are present in minor (Zf 5Y0) amounts. 
Trace amounts of organic debris, weathered 
iron-titanium oxides, muscovi te! bioti teamd 
chlorite are present. Cements as such are 
either poorly-defiedf or essentially absent 
kom these rocksf probably because of such 
detrital clay matrix (9,l I?&) as is present! the 
moderate degree of compactiont and the 
extensive development of pseudomatrix 
materials among the framework grains. 
Minor/trace amounts of diagenetic pyrite 
are present. Trace amounts of quartz over- 
growth cement were noted, in one instance 
as euhedra projectinginto apparent primary 
intergranular pore space in the thin-section 
representing the 6382 foot interval. These 
samples thus can be designated as sand- 
stones: litharenites, using the classification 
discussed above (cf. Appendix 1). 

Thestructuraland textural features, es- 
pecially those exhibited by the thin-section 
representing the 6382 foot intervalf as dis- 
cussed in the detailed description of this 

regard to lith01ogies~ s e d i m e n a ~ s m c b e s ~  
fracturest and other gross aspects of these 
samples. The core descriptions from the well 
file are attached to the present report as 
Appendix 3. 

Torok Formation 

Petrographic examination and modal 
analysis of two thin-sections from the depth 
intervals 6382 and 6387 feet show that the 
former sample exhibits 12% (18% within the 
lower two-thirds of the sandstone layer), 
and the latter also 125% visible porosity; an 
appreciable proportion consists oft or is as- 
sociated with! microporasity. The samples 
are composed principally of very fine- to 
fine-grained, well sorted! subequal amounts 
of lithic fragments and quartz sand frame- 
work grains (77, 79Y0~of total rock)f with 
subordinate an~ounts (9, 11Y0) of matrix 
material of somewhat ill-defined argilla- 



sample, belowi are indicative of a probable 
turbidite mode of origin. These sandstones 
are appreciably less quartzose, thinner, and 
probably not as areally extensive as the 
Nuiqsut sands. Nor are they likely as exten- 
siveas the thicker mdstoneintemalskgher 
in the Torok Formation. 

Appendix 3 contains core descriptions 
of these intervals, from the well file archived 
with the State of Alaska Oil and Gas Conser- 
vation Commission. 

4. Detailed Analytical Results 

The results of the petrographic anal@- 
cal work done are summarized in Table 2. 
Figures 6, 7 md 8 are ternary diagrams 
showingthe relative abundances of frame- 
work sand size grains of quartzj feldspars, 
and lithic fragments (including chert, 
metaqua.rtzitej other rock-types) for each 
sample analyzed. The box on each diagram 
includes information on detrital matrix, 
authigedc, and diagenetic/introduced ma-
terials. The rock classification used is modi- 
fied from Pettijohn, et ale, 1987, and Dott/ 
1964. Numerous photoficrogaphs were 
takeni and are on file with the first author. 

Selected photodcrographs arealso pre- 
sented here, as Plates 1-4, Regarding the 
photo~crographs, the apparent magnifi- 
cation? expressed as "...X", is that of a mea- 
sured linear distance on a Leitz micrometer 
slide on the micr~scope stage, as compared 
to the linear dimension of that same dis- 
tance on the finished photographic print. 

The photoficrographs were taken in 
plane-polarized light, unless otherwise 
noted. jfXSP" indicates a photodcro~aph 
taken with j'crossed po1arizers" in the opti- 
cal path of the microscope. 

Plate 1 features: (A-I?) aspects of rock 
fabric, framework grains, carbonate cemen- 
tation/ intergranular clays, and minor po- 
rosity as exhibited by the thin-section from 

the 7118foot interval. Nuiqsut unit samples. 

Plate 2 features: (A) an overall view of 
the fabric and character of these bioturbated 
samples, as represented by the 7131 foot 
thin-section; (B,C) show aspects of thisj 
including minor porosity, in the 7164 foot 
sample; (D) shows porosity developmmt 
adjacent to extensive carbonate cementa- 
tion in the sample from 7126 feet. Nuiqsut 
unit samples. 

Plate 3 features: (A-C) aspects of rock 
fabric, framework grains, and carbonate ce- 
mentationi as we11 as a portion of a large 
pelecypod fragment, as shown inthe sample 
from 7'136 feet; (D) a portion of the thin-
section from the 7142 foot sample, showing 
apparent siderite as well as calcite occurring 
as intergranular cements, with some of the 
framework quartz grains exhibiting appar- 
ent quartz overgrowth cements. Nuiqsut 
unit samples. 

Plate 4 features: (A-D) aspects of rock 
fabric, framework grainsi matrix materials, 
and porosity- much apparently secondary 
in character-, as seen in the sample from 
6382 feet. Torok Formation samples. 

Appendix 3 should be consulted for 
additional information on various gross as- 
pects of each sample interval examined: 
lithologiesi sedimentary structures, frac- 
tures, hydrocarbon staining/ shows. 

5. Petrographic Descriptions 

A. Nuiqsut Unit 

7113 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (Ma/@of the total rock): 
predominantly fine smd-sized, with a trace 
amount of medium sand; well-very well 
sorted, anplar/submplar; consisting of 
quartz (93%)- a few of which exhibit evi- 
denceof rounded overgrowthsf trace amount 
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of feldspar (plagioclase, with albite twin-
ning), and lithic fragments (7%)- principally 
cherts. Trace amount of green glauconite. 
Matrix, in large part at least apparently de- 
trital, is on the order of 27O/O of total rock. 
Argillaceous, patchy, in irregular laminae, 
streaks, and interstitial to framework grains. 
Organic material is associated, at least some 
of which appears to represent staining by 
hydrocarbons. The clays appear to be mica- 
ceous-illitic in nature, with some kaolinite 
as well. 

Visible porosity 2% or less, principally 
as sparse patches of vestigial intergranular 
porosity, perhaps associated with second- 
ary dissolution of eogenetic carbonate ce-
ments, and/or detrital lithic fragments/ feld- 
spars(?).Some niicroporosity may be present 
as well. 

Cements comprise at least 7% of this 
thin-section. There are traces of carbonate, 
and at least trace amounts of quartz 
overgrowths. Diagenetic pyrite (6% of 
sample) occurs intergranular to framework 
grains, as well as in association with organic 
materials and clays. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality is essentially nil as is, 
with poor/fair (?) potential for improve- 
ment elsewhere, via diagenetic means (in 
particular, dissolution of cherts, pyrite). 

7114 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite /wacke. 
Framework grains (65%of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized; well-very 
well sorted, subangular/subrounded; con- 
sisting of quartz (94%), trace amounts of 
feldspar (plagioclase, exhibitingalbite twin- 
ning), and lithic fragments (6%)-cherts, car- 
bonate fragments (some recognizably fossil 
material). Traces of glauconite and tourma- 
line occur. 

Matrix, in large part at least aparently 
detrital, is on the order of 25% of the total 
rock. Argillaceous, patchy, in irregular lami- 
nae, streaks, and interstitial to framework 
grains. Organic materials are associated, at 
least some of which may well represent 
hydrocarbon staining. The clays appear to 
be micaceous-illitic in character, with some 
kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity essentially nil, princi- 
pally as microporosity. 

Cement constitutes a minimum of 9% of 
the total thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (8% 
of total thin-section) occurs intergranular to 
framework grains, as well as in association 
with clays and organic materials. Quartz 
overgrowths occur inindeterminate but rela- 
tively small amount, and there are traces of 
carbonate as well. This sample has under- 
gone a moderate degree of apparent com- 
paction, as well as bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality is poor as is, with poor 
potential for improvement diagenetically. 

7117feet 

Sands tone: quartz arenite /wacke . 
Framework grains (59% of total rock): pre- 
dominantly fine sand-sized, with minor 
amounts of medium sand-sized materials, 
well-very well sorted, subangular/ 
subrounded /rounded; consisting of quartz 
(95%)- a few of which exhibit rounded 
overgrowths,lithic fragments (5%)-consist-
ing predominantly of cherts, and other con- 
stituents(TR%),including argillaceous rock 
fragments, tourmaline and fossil fragments 
(carbonate). 

Matrix, at least in large part apparently 
detrital, is on the order of 26'10 of the total 
rock. Argillaceous, patchy in irregular lami- 
nae, streaks, and interstitial to framework 
grains. Associated organic material/ at least 
some of which appears to represent hydro- 
carbon staining. The clays appear to be mi- 
caceous-illitic in character, with some ka- 



olinite as well. 

Visible porosity is essentially absent. 
Some microporosity may be present. 

Cement comprises a minimum of 15% 
of the total thin-section. Iliagenetic pyrite 
(15%) occurs intergranular to framework 
grainsf as well as in association with organic 
materials and clays. There are also at least 
trace amounts of quartz overgrowth and 
csbonate cements. 

The sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction/ as well as bio- 
turba tian. 

Reservoir quality is poor as is, with poor 
/fair potential for improvement elsewhere, 
via diagenetic means. 

7118 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite. Framework 
grains (66Y0 of the total rock): predominantly 
fine sand-sized, with trace amount of me- 
dium sand; well-very well sortedf 
s u b a n ~ l ~ / s u b r o ~ d d / r o u n d d ;consist-
ing of quartz (9470)~ feldspars (trace- plagio- 
clase, exhibiting albite twinning)/ and lithic 
fragments (670)- cherts. Glauconite occurs in 
trace amount. 

Matrix at least in large part apparently 
detrital, is on the order of 14% of the total 
rock. Argillaceous, patchy, inirregular lami- 
nae, s&e&s, and interstitial to framework 
grains. Organic materials are associated, 
some of which may represent hydrocarbon 
staining. The clays appear to be micaceous- 
illitic in nature, with some kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity 3y0 or less, principally 
as secondary development after certain 
framework grains. Much of this is 
microporosity. 

Cements comprise at least 17Y0 of the 
thin-section. Patches of generally 
poikilotopic carbonate (calcite} make up 

most of this, with subordinate amounts of 
microcrystalline (siderite ?) concentrated 
alongthe margins of some frmework grains. 
Riagenetic pyrite (4% of the thin-section) 
occurs intergranular to framework grains, 
as well as in association with organic mate- 
rials and clays. Quartz overgrowths also 
occurt in indeterminate amount; some of 
these seem to be paragenetically prior to 
carbonate/and to clay influx/ as observed in 
several portions of the thin-section. This is 
somewhat at odds with the observed overall 
textural relationships. Perhaps this quartz 
represents reworked overgow& material. 
Alternatively, replacement by carbonates is 
a possibilityf although suchan explanation 
lacks generality with regard to the clays/ 
quartz cement relationships observed. 

This sample has undergone a moderate 
degree of apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is. Fair-good 
potential far improvementf via dissalution 
of carbonate cementsf as well as other poten- 
tially reactive materials (chertst pyrite). 
However, the patchy nature of the zones of 
poikilotopic carbonate might militate against 
the net likelihood of development of signifi- 
cantly intercomected porosity throughout 
appreciable volumes of rock. 

Plate 2 depicts s~limtfeatures ofthe about 
sample. 

7119 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (70Y0 of the total rock); 
predominantly fine sand-sized, with trace 
amount of medium sand; well-very well 
sorted, angular/ subangular /subrounded/ 
rounded; consisting of quartz (91Y0) and 
lithic fragments (9%)- chertsf carbonate 
rhombs/frapents, argillaceous rock frag- 
men&, as well as traces of glauconite (7). 

Matrixf at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 19% of the thin-section. 



Argillaceousf patchyf in irregular laminae, 
lensesl streaksf and interstitial to framework 
grains. Organic material is associatedf at 
least some of which appears to represent 
hydrocarbon staining. The clays appear to 
be rnicaceous-illitic in character# with some 
kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity 4% or lessf principally 
as secondary development after certain 
kamework grains. Some is microporosity. 

Cements comprise at least 7% of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (~O/O of total 
rock) occurs interganular to framework 
grainst as well as inassociation with organic 
materials and clays. An indeterminate 
amount of quartz cement occurs as 
overgrowths on detrital quartz grains, and 
trace amounts of carbonatecement arenoted 
as well. 

This sample has undergone a moderate 
degree of apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is. Poor/fair 
(?)potential for improvementf via second- 
ary dissolution of reactive materials (lithic 
fragments, pyrite; carbonate cement). 

7120 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite /wacke. 
Framework grains (62Y0of total rock): pre- 
dominantly fine sand-sized, well sorted, 
angular/subangular/ subrounded; consist- 
ing of quartz (94940)- a few of which exhibit 
reworked overgrowthsf feldspars (trace; pla- 
gioclase, with albite twinning, and potas- 
sium feldspar, with microcline twinning), 
lithic fragments (6%)- principally cherts, 
carbonate fragments. Traces of tourmaIine 
and glauconite. 

Matrix, at least inlarge part apparently 
detritd1 comprises 30Y0 of the total rock 
Argillaceousf patchy, in irreplar-conhu 
ous laminael and interstitial to frameworl 
grains. Associated organic materialf at leas 

some of which appears to represent hydro- 
carbon staining. The clays appear to be mi-
caceous-illitic in characterf with some ka-
olinite as well. 

Visible porosity intrace amount, princi- 
pally as microporosiiy. 

Cements comprise at least 7% of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (7%)occurs 
intergranular to framework grains, as well 
as in association with organic materials and 
clays. An indeterminate amount 6f quartz 
overgrowthsf and trace amounts of carbon- 
ate cement are also present. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compactionf as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality is essentially nil as is, 
with poor potential for improvement else- 
where, via diagenetic means. 

7123 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenitefwacke. 
Framework grains (59Y0 of the iota1 rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized, with trace 
amount of medium sandf well-very well 
sortedf mpla /subanplar  /subrounded# 
consisting of quartz (91%), lithic fragments 
(9%)- principally chertsf carbonate frag- 
ments. Traces of tourmaline and glauconite. 

Matrixf at least in large part apparently 
dekital/ comprises 24% of the total rock. 
h@llaceausf patchy, in irregular laminaef 
streaks, and interstitial to frameworkgrains. 
Associated organic materialf with some pas- 
sibly representing hydrocarbon staining. The 
clays appear to be micaceous-illitic in char- 
acter# with some kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity 3YOf or less. P ~ c i p a l l y  
as secondary development after certain 
framework grains. Some may represent 
sparse patches of vestigial interganular 
porosityf perhaps associated with second- 
ary dissolution of eogenetic carbonate ce- 



ments. Microporosi~ is present as well. 

Cements comprise at least 1470 of the 
total thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (1470 of 
total rock) occurs intergranular to frame- 
work grains! as well as in association with 
organic materials and clays. h indetermi-
nate amount of quartz overgrowth material 
also is present, as well as traces of carbonate 
cement. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction! as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality is poor as is, with 
poor/moderate {?) potential for improve- 
ment elsewhere, via diagenetic means (in 
particular! in this case, via dissolution of 
pyrite, and/or lithic grains). 

7126 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenitelwacke. 
Framework grains (67Y0 of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized; well-very 
well sorted! angular/ subangular/ 
subrounded/romded; consisting of quartz 
(930h), lithic fragments (770)- cherts. Trace of 
glauconite. 

Matrixf at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 1770 of this thin-section. 
Argillaceous, patchy, and interstitial to 
framework grains. Organic materials are 
associated, some of which may represent 
hydrocarbon staining. The clays appear to 
be micaceous-illitic in character, with some 
kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity comprises 9% of this 
thin-section. Patchy development, princi- 
pally secondary in nature! perhaps most 
likely via dissolution of eogenetic carbonate 
cement. Some dc roporos i~  also is present. 

Cements comprise at least 7Y0 of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (~O/O of total 
rock) occurs intergranular to framework 
grains! as well as in association with organic 

materialsand clays. Also noted are patches 
of intergranular "beadwork" crystalline car- 
bonate, associated with more extensive/ 
poikilotopic carbonatef with the sum of such 
carbonate amounting to some P YO of the total 
rock analyzed. Within a typical patch modal 
analysis demonstrates the presence of ap- 
proAmately65% detrital framework grainsf 
generally in mutual contact! surrounded by 
3070 carbonate cements, with some 570 po- 
rosity associated. Although rigorous defini- 
tion is generally somewhat ambiguous in 
thin-sectionj there seems to be no compel- 
ling evidence of appreciable replacement of 
framework grains by carbonates here. Some 
of the carbonate may be siderite (particu- 
larly the apparently paragenetically earlier 
'%ead~ork")~while the mare extensively 
developed material likely is calcite. An in-
determinate but lesser amount of quartz 
cement occurs, as overgrowths which seem 
to have been early in the paragenetic se- 
quence! since they are surromded/covered 
over by carbonate or clays. A l t e m a ~ ~ e l y ~  
these mayf rather, represent reworked 
overgrowths. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality is fair as isf although 
there is uncertainty as to the degree of 
intercom~tedness~hence the effectiveness! 
of the porosity present! over m y  appre- 
ciable volume of rock in-situ. Fairlgood 
potential for further improvement in reser- 
voir quality seems to exist, via diagenetic 
dissolution of reactive materials (carbonate, 
pyrite, cherts). 

Plate 2 depicts salimt features of #he above 
sample. 

7130 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (65%of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sizedj with trace 
of medium sand; well-very well sorted, 



subangular /subrounded; consisting of 
quartz (8470)~ lithic fragments (1670)- chertsf 
carbonate fragments and rhombs. Traces of 
glauconite m d  tourmaline. Some of the rela- 
tively clay-free patches are lens-shaped/ 
roundf suggestive of burrows. 

Matrixf at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 2270 of the total rock. 
Argillaceousf patchy, and interstitial to 
framework grains. Organic materials are 
associatedt some of which may represent 
hydrocarbon staking. The clays appear to 
be micaceous-illitic in charactert with some 
kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity 4% or less. Includes 
secondary development after certain frame- 
work grainst as well as microporosity. 

Cements comprise at least 9?0 of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (970 of total 
rock) occurs intergranular to framework 
gainst and replacive of fossilsf as well as in 
association with organic materials and clays. 
An indeterminate amount of quartz over- 
growth cements occur, in patchy distribu- 
tions throughout the thin-sectiont generally 
in regions relatively devoid of clays. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compactionf as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is. Poor/fair 
(?)potential for improveiwnt diagenetically; 
dissolution of pyrite and /or lithic fragments 
(cherts, carbonates) would seem to offer 
some possibilities. 

7131 feet 

Sandstone: sublithie arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (@YO of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized! with trace 
amounts of medium sand; well-very well 
sorted, s u b a n p I ~ / s u b r o m d ~  /rounded; 
consisting of quartz (86O/0)- a few grains 
feature reworked overgow~s ,  feldspars 
(trace; plagioclase and potassium feld- 

spars- at least in part mi~rocline)~ lithie 
fragments (14Y0)- principally chertst carbon- 
ate fragments. Traces of glauconite, tourma- 
line. 

Matrixt at least in large part aparently 
detritalt comprises 2970 of the total rock. 
Argillaceoust patchy, in irregular-continu- 
ow laminae, streaksf and inters titid to frame 
work grains. Associated organic materialf 
some of which may represent hydrocarbon 
staining. The clays appear to be micaceous- 
illitic in character! with perhaps some ka-
olinite as well. 

Visible porosity Z0/0 or less. Principally 
as sparse patches of vestigial intergranular 
(?) porosityt perhaps associated with sec-
ondary dissolution of eogenetic carbonate 
cements. Some microporosity. 

Cements comprise at least of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (770 of total 
rock) occurs intergranular to framework 
grains! as well as inassociation with organic 
materials and clays. An indeterminate 
amount of quartz overgrowth cements oc- 
curt in patches throughout the rock which 
are relatively free of clays. 

?'his sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is, with poor/ 
fair(?) potential for improvement elsewhere/ 
via diagenetic means (in particulart dissolu- 
tion of pyritef Ethic grains! feldspars). 

7136 feet 

Sandstone: sublithie arenite. Framework 
grains (62y0 of the total rock): predominantly 
fine sand-sized; well-very well sorted, an-
gular/ subangular /subrounded; consisting 
of quark (8570)~ feldspars (trace; plagia- 
claset and potassium feldspar), lithic frag- 



ments (15Y0)- cherts, carbonate fragments 
(including large pieces of Pelecypods, in the 
form of shell fragments made up of pris- 
matic calcite). Traces of glauconite, tourma- 
line. The glauconite is concentrated to some 
degree in discontinuous streaks, and is of- 
ten deformed somewhat. 

Matrixf at least in large part apparently 
detritalf comprises 9Y0 of this thin-section. 
Argillaceous, patchy, lens-likef streaks, and 
interstitial to framework grains. Organic 
materials are associated some of which may 
(?)represent hydrocarbon staining. The clays 
appear to be micaceous-illitic in character, 
wi& perhaps some kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity 1Â°/ or lessf including 
microporosity. 

cements comprise at least 29'10 of this 
thin-section. Carbonatef principally as 
poikilotopic areas, makes up 22Y0 of the 
rock, and likely is related to the occurrence 
of large calcareous fossil fragments (not 
counted in the modal analysis) elsewhere in 
this sample. Within a typical poikilotopic 
patch, modal analysis reveals the presence 
of @YO framework grains, generally in mu-
tual contactf surrounded by 36Yo carbonate. 
Againf as mentioned above in the discus- 
sion of the sample from 7126 feet, there 
seem to be no compelling evidence of ap- 
preciable replacement of framework grains 
by carbonates here. Most of this carbonate 
appears to be calcite. Iliagenetic pyrite ac- 
comts for another 7Y0 of the total rock, oc- 
curring interganular to framework gainsf 
as well as in association with organic mate- 
rials and clays. An indeterminate amount of 
quartz overgrowth cements occur sporadi- 
cally in small patches. At least some of this 
material appears to pre-date the carbonate 
cement, which is difficult to reconcile with 
the observed overall textural relationships, 
as well as theoretical aspects of the geochem- 
istry of these phases. Perhaps the apparent 
quartz cement actually represents reworked 
overgrowths, although the evidence seems 
somewhat less-thm-defhitive here. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is. Excellent 
potential for improvement, diagenetically, 
via secondary dissolution of the extensive 
poikilotopic carbonate cements, as well as , 

the shell fragments, pyrite, and cherts. 

7138 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenitelwacke- 
Framework grains (71Y0 of the total rock): 
predorni.nantly fine sand-sized, with trace 
of medium sand; well-very well sorted, an- 
gular/ subangular /sub rounded, consisting 
of quartz (~OYO), lithic fragments (10Y0)- PM-
cipally cherts, carbonate fragments, argilla- 
ceous rock fragments. Traces of glauconite, 
tourmaline, zircon. 

Matrix, at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 26?L of the total rock. 
Argillaceousf patchy, irreplar-conhuous 
larninae, streaksf and interstitial to frame- 
work grains. Associated organic materialf at 
least some of which may (?)represent hy-
drocarbon staining. The clays appear to be 
micaceous-illitic in character, with perhaps 
some kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity not evident. Some 
microporosity may be present. 

Cement comprises at least 3Y0 of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (3'10 of total 
rock) occurs intergranular to framework 
grains, as well as in association with organic 
materials and clays. An indeterminate 
amount of quartz overgrowth cement oc- 
curs, principally inpatches relatively free of 
clays. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction, as well as bio- 
turba tion. 



Reservoir quality is nil as is, with poor/ 
moderate(?)potential for improvement else- 
where, via diagenetic means (dissolution of 
lithic grains, pyrite). 

7140 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (60% of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized, with trace 
of medium sand; well sorted, angular/ 
subangular/subrounded/rounded; consist- 
ing of quartz (87%), feldspars (trace; potas- 
sium feldspars), lithic fragments (13%)- 
cherts, argillaceous rocks, carbonate frag- 
ments (including shell material). Trace of 
tourmaline. 

Matrix, at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 26%of this thin-section. 
Argillaceous, patchy, irregular, interstitial 
to framework grains. Organic materials are 
associated, some of which may (?)represent 
hydrocarbon staining. The clays appear to 
be micaceous-illitic in character, perhaps 
with some kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity 3%or less, apparently 
as secondary development after certain 
framework grains. Microporosity is present. 

Cements comprise at least 10%of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (8% of the 
total rock) occurs intergranular to frame- 
work grains, and replacive of fossils, as well 
as in association with organic materials and 
clays. Carbonate cement makes up 2%of the 
total rock. There is also an indeterminate 
amount of quartz overgrowth cement. 

This sample has undergone a moderate 
degree of apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality is poor as is. Poor/fair 
(?)potential for improvement diagenetically, 
via dissolution of reactive materials (lithic 
fragments, pyrite, carbonate cement). 

7142 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/ wacke. 
Framework grains (66% of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized, with trace 
of medium sand; well sorted, angular/ 
subangular/subrounded; consisting of 
quartz (88%), feldspar (trace; plagioclase, 
with albite twinning),lithic fragments (12%)-
argillaceousrocks, cherts, carbonate frag- 
ments. Traces of glauconite, tourmaline. 

Matrix, at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 15%of this thin-section. 
Argillaceous, patchy, and interstitial to 
framework grains. Organic materials are 
associated; the clays appear to be micaceous- 
illitic innature, with perhaps some kaolinite 
as well. 

Visible porosity 3%or less. Apparently 
from secondary development after certain 
framework grains, and/or carbonate ce- 
ment. Microporosity is present. 

Cements comprise at least 17% of this 
thin-section. Carbonate (13% of the total 
rock) occurs as "beadwork" crystalline (sid- 
erite ?) material adjacent to many frame- 
work grains, with paragenetically subse- 
quent extensive/poikilotopic patches (cal- 
cite) comprising the rest of the carbonate 
surrounding the framework grains. Diage- 
netic pyrite (4% of the total rock) occurs 
intergranular to framework grains, as well 
as in association with organic materials and 
clays. There isalsoanindeterminate amount 
of quartz overgrowth cement, principally in 
patches relatively free of clays. Asdiscerned 
petrographically, this appears to pre-date 
the carbonate cements, as well as clay mate- 
rials, which is difficult to reconcile with the 
observed overall textural relationships, as 
well as theoretical aspects of the geochemis- 
tryof these phases. Perhaps these apparent 
quartz cements actually represent reworked 
overgrowths, although their aspect is some- 
what less-than-definitive asto this. Replace- 
ment of pre-existing matrix and/or frame- 
work grains by carbonate is another altema- 



tive, but compelling evidence for this seems 
lacking here; in any case this explanation 
begs the question of the clays/quartz ce- 
ment relationships observed. 

This sample has undergone a moderate 
degree of apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is. Faidgood 
potential for improvement, diagenetically, 
via dissolution of carbonate cement, pyrite, 
lithic fragments. 

Plate 3 depicts salientfeatures of the above 
sample. 

7144 feet 

Sands tone: sublithic arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (70% of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized; well sorted, 
angular /subangular/subromded; consist- 
ing of quartz (a%),lithic fragments (17O/0)- 
carbonate fragments, cherts, and traces of 
glauconite, tourmaline. 

Matrix, at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 21% of this thin-section. 
Argillaceous , interstitial to framework 
grains. Organic materials are associated; the 
clays appear to be micaceous-illitic in char- 
acter, with perhaps some kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity 2% or less. Apparently 
as secondary development after certain 
framework grains and carbonate cement. 
Microporosity is present. 

Cements comprise at least 7% of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (4% of the 
total rock) occurs intergranular to frame- 
work grains, as well as associated with or- 
ganic materials and clays. Carbonate (2% of 
the total rock) also occurs as intergranular 
cement. There is an indeterminate amount 
of quartz overgrowth cement developed, 
especially in areas relatively free of clays. 

This sample has undergone a moderate 

degree of apparent compaction, and also 
appears to have undergone bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is. Poor/fair 
(?)potential for improvement diagenetically, 
via dissolution of lithic fragments, pyrite, 
and carbonate cement. 

7164 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (67%of the total rock): 
predominantly fine sand-sized, with trace 
of medium sand; well sorted, angular/ 
subangular/subrounded /rounded; consist- 
ing of quartz (?$%), lithic fragments (22%)- 
cherts, carbonate fragments. Traces of glau- 
conite, tourmaline. 

Matrix, at least in part apparently detri- 
tal, comprises 20% of this thin-section. 
Argillaceous, somewhat patchy; most ma-
trix in this rock is intergranular to frame- 
work grains, rather thanas discrete laminae, 
perhaps attesting to more thorough 
bioturbation in this sample. Organic materi- 
als are associated with the apparently mica- 
ceous-illitic and, perhaps, kaolinitic clays. 

Visible porosity 4% or less. Secondary 
in nature, after carbonate cement. 
Microporosity is present. The porosity ap- 
pears to have developed as the result of 
secondary dissolution of paragenetically 
early carbonate cement which, in turn,pre-
cluded the entry of clay matrixmaterial into 
such regions of original primary pore space 
during bioturbation. 

Cements comprise at least 9% of this 
thin-section. Carbonate (6% of total rock) 
occurs intergranular to framework grains. 
Diagenetic pyrite (3%of total rock) occurs 
intergranular to framework grains, with 
traces of organisms, as replacements of fos- 
sils, and in a general association with or- 
ganic materials and clays. There is an inde-
terminate amount of quartz overgrowth ce- 
ment as well. 



This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction, as well as apparently 
extensive bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality poor as is. Fair poten- 
tial for improvement, diagenetically, via 
secondary dissolution of reactive materials 
(carbonate cement, lithic fragments, pyrite). 

Plate 2 depicts salient feu tures of the above 
sample. 

7213 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/wacke. 
Framework grains (62% of the total rock): 
predominantly fine to very fine sand-sized; 
well sorted, angular/subangular; consist- 
ing of quartz (82%), and lithic fragments 
(18%)- principally chert, carbonate frag- 
ments. 

Matrix, at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 34% of the total rock. 
Argillaceous, patchy, laminated-regular/ 
discontinuous, irregular, streaks, and inter-
stitial to framework grains. Associated or- 
ganic material. The clays apear to be mica- 
ceous-illitic in character, with some kaolin- 
ite as well. 

Visible porosity not evident. Some 
microporosity may be present. 

Cements comprise at least 3% of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (3% of total 
rock) occurs intergranular to framework 
grains, as well as in association withorganic 
materials and clays. Minor carbonate, in 
regions relatively free of clays. There is an 
indeterminate amount of quartz overgrowth 
cement, also concentrated inareas relatively 
devoid of clays. This sample has undergone 
moderate apparent compaction, as well as 
bioturbation. 

Reservoir quality nil as is, with poor/ 
fair (??) potential for improvement else- 
where, via diagenetic means (dissolution of 
lithic grains, carbonate cement, pyrite). 

Framework grain sizes, and the substantial 
amount of clay materials also present mili- 
tate against significant improvement, how- 
ever. 

7216 feet 

Sandstone: sublithic arenite/ wacke. 
Framework grains (64% of the total rock): 
predominantly fine to very fine sand-sized, 
moderately-well sorted; angular / subangu-
lar /subrounded /rounded; consisting of 
quartz (88%)' and lithic fragments (12%)- 
principally cherts, carbonate fagments (in- 
cluding fossil/shell fragments). Traces of 
glauconite, tourmaline. 

Matrix, at least in large part apparently 
detrital, comprises 33% of the total rock. 
Argillaceous, laminated-irregular to regu- 
lar, streaks, patches, and interstitial to frame- 
work grains. Associated organic material. 
The clays appear to be micaceous-illitic in 
character, with some kaolinite as well. 

Visible porosity not evident. Some 
microporosity may be present. 

Cements comprise at least 3%of this 
thin-section. Diagenetic pyrite (3% of total 
rock) occurs intergranular to framework 
grains, as well as inassociation with organic 
materials and clays. Minor amounts of car- 
bonate occur intergranular to framework 
grains.There is an indeterminate amount of 
quartz overgrowth cement as well. 

This sample has undergone moderate 
apparent compaction, as well as bio- 
turbation. 

Reservoir quality nil as is, with poor 
potential for improvement elsewhere, via 
diagenetic means (dissolution of lifhic grains, 
carbonate cement, pyrite). Framework grain 
size, as well as the abundance of clays mili- 
tate against such improvement, however. 



Torok Formation 

6382 feet 

Sandstone: litharenite. Framework 
grains(79% of the total rock): predominantly 
very fine to fine sand-sized; well sorted, 
angular/subangular/subrounded. Consist 
of quartz (45%), feldspars (5%)- [plagiodase, 
with albite twinning (albite-andesine), and 
potassium feldspar (some with rnicrocline 
twinning)], and lithic fragments (50%)- [car- 
bonate rhombs/other materials- some are at 
least in part ferroan calcite (15%of grains), 
argillaceous rocks (16O/~ of grains), cherts 
(7% of grains), other poorly-defined rocks 
(6% of grains)]. Minor/trace amounts of 
muscovite, chlorite, biotite, iron-titanium 
oxides, glauconite (?),black-brown-reddish 
organic materials/debris. 

This thin-section shows a degree of 
graded bedding (through an interval on the 
order of 0.6 mrn thick) between the upper 
portion (3.1 mm thick) of the sandstone 
layer (8.8 mmtotal thickness) and anoverly- 
ing siltstonesilty shale horizon, while the 
sandstone is also seen to be in relatively 
sharp sedimentary contact with an underly- 
ing shale horizon. This lower contact fea- 
tures loading structures comprised of pro- 
jections of sandstone into the underlying 
shale. The thin-section shows these features 
quite nicely; apparently an excellent ex- 
ample, on the scale of a standard petro- 
graphic thin-section, of relationships indica- 
tive of a "turbidite" type of deposition. 

Argillaceous matrix of likely detrital 
origin comprises some 9%of the total rock. 
The appreciable amount of pseudomatrix 
developed via deformation of argillaceous 
rock fragments and other materials makes 
rigorous delineation of true detrital matrix 
difficult at best here, using only the optical 
microscope. The authigenic clays (princi- 
pally kaolinitic, apparently) developed at- 
tendant upon the reactions leading to disso- 
lution of framework grains add to this un-
certainty. 

Visible porosity is developed only 
within the lower 5.7 mm of the sandstone 
layerinthis thin-section; the visible porosity 
is 18% of the sandstone in this lower inter- 
val. Visible porosity is on the order of 12%, 
for the total 8.8 mm thick sandstone layer. 
Principally as the result of secondary disso- 
lution of framework grains- cherts, feld- 
spars, carbonates, other rock fragments, bi- 
otite. Dissolution is partial-to tal, generally 
with appreciable development of authigenic 
clays within the resultant porosity. Much of 
this clay material appears to be kaolinitic in 
nature, as "books" /vermiform aggregates. 
Hence, an appreciable component of the 
extant porosity in this thin-section is, or is 
associated closely with, microporosity. In-
terestingly, determinations of an "ambient 
helium porosity" value of 13.6%, with an 
"ambient bulk density" of 2.39 g/cc, and a 
'grain densityfr value of 2.76 g/cc were re- 
ported froma core plug cut from this sample 
by other investigators (Geologic Materials 
Center Data Report 70,1987). 

Cements as such are either essentially 
absent, or optically indeterminate, due to 
the combined factors of authigenic clay de- 
velopment, appreciable pseudomatrix de- 
velopment, and presence of original detrital 
matrix, In a sense, of course, the authigenic 
clays might be considered as a type of ce- 
ment, but they were not analyzed as such 
here. Traces of euhedrally terminated quartz 
overgrowth cement were recognized pro- 
jecting into pores which may well represent 
vestigial intergranular porosity. Minor pro- 
portions of the total porosity observed in 
this thin-section appear to represent such 
primary porosity. Diagenetic pyrite also 
occurs (<I%of total thin-sec tion). 

This sample has undergone a moderate 
degree of apparent compaction. 
Reservoir quality is adjudged to be fair, at 
best, as is. Although there is a moderate 
amount of visible porosity, much is, or is 
associated with, microporosity. Effective 
porosities /permeabilities would perhaps be 
somewhat suspect, laterally withinthe sand- 



stone. They would seem to be even more 
problematic vertically over any appreciable 
intervalf given the silty/shaly horizons 
above and below the sandstone. The poten- 
tial for improvement in terms of reservoir 
quality might be considered as poor/fair 
(?)/ via secondary dissolution of the abm- 
dmt  reactive materials of various types- 
principally feldspars., carbonatesr cherts / and 
other rock fragments. Howeverf the ob- 
served relationships regarding the develop- 
ment of auihigenic clays attendant upon 
much of the secondary dissolution, the de- 
gree of apparent compaction of the rockf the 
appreciable development of pseudomtrixr 
the very-fie sand-sized framework grainsr 
and the argillaceous deMtal matrix are nega- 
tive factors. 

6387 feet 

This thin-section was of relatively poor 
qualityf with only patches representing less 
than 20% of the total area usable for optical 
microscopy. 

Sandstone: lithareni te. Framework 
grains (77Y0 of the total rock): predo&antly 
very fine to fine sand-sized; well sortedr 
angular /subangular /subrounded. Consist 
of quartz (48'/0) feldspars (270)- [plagioclasef 
with albite twinning (&bite-ande~ine)~and 
potassium feldspar, with microcline twin-

and lithic fragments (50Y0)- [argilla- 
ceous rocks (12% of grains), carbonate mate- 
rids/rhombs (1270 of grains)- some ferroan, 
cherts (20Y0 of grains)., other rocks (6%0 of 
grains)]. Minor/trace amounts of black- 
brown-reddish organic matefials/debris, 
chlorite, muscovite, i ron-t ihum oxides. 

Ar@llaceous matrix of apparently de- 
trital origin comprises some 11Y0 of this 
sample. As discussed above in the descrip- 
tion of the 6382 foot samplef rigorous delin- 
eation of this is dubious via optical micros- 
copy. There is extensive development of 
pseudomatrix., via intergranular deforma- 

tion of relatively incompetent framework 
grains. 

Visible porosity 12O/Or apparently essen- 
tially all as the result of the development of 
secondary, partial to completef dissolution 
of framework grains- principally feldsparsf 
cherts, carbonatesf and other rocks. As dis- 
cussed above for the other Torok Formation 
sample, as part of such dissolution reac- 
tions appreciable formation of auihigenic 
clays, featuring kaolinitic materials in 
"books~~/vermiformaggregates; occurs 
within the resultant pores. Thusf a consider- 
able proportion of the porosity either con- 
sists ofr or is closely associated withf 
ficroporosiQ. An "ambient helium poros- 
ityff of 14.7Yor an *'ambient bulk densityff of 
2.38 g/cc, and a "grain densityff value of 
2.79 g/cc were reported from a core plug 
fromthis sample by other investigators (Go-
logic Mate~als Center Data Report 7OtB87). 

Cements are either essentially absentf 
or are optically indeterminater as discussed 
for the 6382 foot samplef above, Quartz 
overgrowths were only apparent in trace 
amounts in the 6387 foot sample/ and some 
diagenetic pyrite (<I% of total area ana- 
lyzed) also is present. 

This sample has undergone a moderate 
degree of apparent compaction. 
Resewoir quality fair (?)as is. Poor/fair (?) 
potential for improvementf via secondary 
dissolution of the abundant reactive materi- 
als of various types- feldsparsf carbonatesf 
chertsf other rocks. The framework grain 
sizef degree of apparent compaction, appre- 
ciable development of p~eudomatrix~ pres-
ence of argillaceous detrital matrix, and the 
likelihood of the development of pore-asso- 
dated authigenic clays as the result of sec- 
ondary dissolution reactions are all nega- 
tive factors. 



We define "reservoir qualityf' for the 
purposes of the present report as: those 
characteristics /properties of rocks /sedi- 
ments which determine their capacity to 
containl and to permit teclmolo@cally fea- 
sible recovery of petroleum (oilf gasl con- 
densates). 

Principal petrophysical factors of sig- 
nificance in terms of petrographic analysis 
are porosityf permeability (i.e. effectiveness 
of poro~ity)~ mineralogyf and fabric; in es- 
sence, the pore-rock properties as determin- 
able via the petrographic microscope. 

Our comments as to "reservoir quality 
potential" with regard to a particular speci- 
men/rock have reference principally to po- 
tential for development of appreciable sec- 
ondary dissolution porosity (inthe sense of 
Schmidt and McDonaldl 1979a,b). This con- 
cept remains in an unresolved status of cer- 
titude/confusion at the present time. Sum- 
mary points of view inchde Surdam/ et al. 
(19M1 198gf mongo&ekpapers) for a "prof1, 
as contrasted with, for examplel Gila and 
DeBoer (1990) as exemplimg a "con" posi- 
tion. MowaRmdMowatt (1991) summarize 
aspects of this, principally in terms of earlier 
(through 1984) perspectivesf in the context 
of Brookian sedimentary rocks elsewhere in 
northern Alaska. 

The not mcomon/essentially ubiqui- 
tous occurrence of secondary dissolution 
porosity has been reasonably well estab- 
lished as a geological reality. Initial opti- 
mism {early 1980s) regarding its potential 
for leading to development of significantly 
"enhanced" overall porosi~/resewoir qual- 
ity in rocks has, however! been tempered 
somewhat by a seeming paucity of demon- 
strable examples of extensive effects of this 
sortt other than in relatively specific (cf. 
Kuparuk Field, discussed below) situations. 

'This latter state of appreciation has been 
supported by various lines of experimental 

work and theoretical reasoning as wellt a1- 
though this remains a topic of intense inter- 
est! researchf and continuing discussion/ 
debate. The technical literature in recent 
years is replete with examples keyed to this 
theme. An excellent example' in which the 
title of the paper itself nicely summarizes 
the situation, is presented by Bjorlykke 
(1984)- "Formation of secondary porosity: 
how important is it?'' 

The present authorsf approach remains 
somewhat "agnostic" to all of this. Certainly 
secondary dissolution porosity is a geologi- 
cal fact; part and parcel/an essential accom- 
paniment of the modification of many /most 
sedimm&/sedimentav rocks, as they un-
dergo "diagenesis" subsequent to deposi- 
tion. We prefer to consider each situation on 
an individual basis regarding potential for 
development of significantf effective poros- 
ity/ in any particular combination of rock 
type-geologic setting. Hence our appraisal 
of "potentialt' herein is predicated solely on 
consideration of a given sedimentlrock in 
terms of its present complement of those 
characteris tics- mineralogy and fabric- which 
are judged most relevant to potential devel- 
opment of secondary dissolution porosity 
per se. Amountf extent' significance, degree 
of d a n c e d  porosity likelihood are not, in 
our opinion, readily amenable to "predic- 
tion" in any rigorous sensef given lirnita- 
tions of present knowledge. 

It was pointed out some time ago 
(Mowatt, 1980,1983, 1984afb), and reviewed 
more recently (Mowatt and Mowatt, 1990' 
1991)f that secondary dissolution porosity 
in fact does existl and potential for develop- 
ment was rather to be expectedf in rocks of 
the type exemplified by Torok Formation 
and Nanushuk Group samples from a num- 
ber of wells from the National Petroleum 
Reserve-Alaska(NPRA)studied by them at 
that time. For example, Mowatt and Mowatt 
(1991) comment (p. 16-17): 

lnWaif CreekTest Well 3,examples 
of the development of secondary disso- 
lution porosity are clearly discernible. 



Poroslty is developed in a sequence 
including intervals enriched in organic 
matter, and varying degrees of dissolu- 
tion of carbonate and other minerals 
can be seen7 apparently related to strati- 
graphic distance from the organic-rich 
zones, in interlayered sandstones and 
siltstones. In this case, presumably the 
generation of carbon dioxide 
acompanying thermal maturation of the 
organic materials was sufficient, per- 
haps in concer2 with othergeochemical- 
physical factors (e.gP7 organic acids)* for 
the development of an environment 
conducive to dissolution on a re\atively 
local scale. 

Under regionaliy dominant similar 
conditions, presumably such second- 
ary porosity development, in precursorial 
rocks of appropriate character, would 
be developed on a more extensive ba- 
sis, petvading appreciable vo!umes of 
the sediments involved. Somewhat simi- 
lar features were also noted, to various 
extents, in petrographic examination of 
materials for each of the other wells 
studied. 

They also add ( ~ ~ 1 2 ) :  

There is no question that the del- 
eterious effects of diagenetic processes 
on reservoir rock qualities may indeed 
bevey significant in many instances. In 
particular, reactions involving feldspars 
andlor ather labile silicates, resulting in 
the ultimate (local, proximal, distal} for- 
mation of other solid reaction products 
(i.e., clay minerals, quartz, plus or mi- 
nus zeo!itesl otherfeldspars, especially) 
may well be quite influential in this type 
of resultant state of affairs, within the 
immediate neighborhood of dissolution 
ancVoreIsewhere within the subsurface. 

h a subsequent recomaisance study of 
reservoir quality and potential, based on 
examination of available petrographic thin- 
sections from nine wells within the NPM, 
Mowatt and Dygas (1991) reported the oc- 
currence of secondary dissolution porosity 
within horizons equivalent to the Kuparuk 
Sandstone! the Torok Formation! the 
Nanushuk Groupf and other stratigraphic 

d t s f  including the Ivishak, Khgak, Pebble 
Shale, and Walakpa intervals. These authors 
:oment: 

At some risk of perhaps endeavor- 
ing to invoke a6Deus ex machina* (Bloch, 
et al., IggO), it should be noted that 
secondary dissolution porosity devel- 
opment seems not uncommon in many 
of the samples studied by us. Admit- 
tedly, per the comments of our friend 
and colleague Dr. Elloch, the propor- 
tional contribution t~ total porosities re- 
mainsto be rigorously determined* quan- 
titatively, as does its real importance- or 
lack thereof- relative to hydrocarbon 
accumulation. This is a key feature of 
emphasis in our present work. We have 
been concerned for many years with the 
presence/absence/origins(s)of discern- 
ible secondary dissolution porosity (in 
the classic sense so well-presented by 
Schmidt and McDonald, 1979a,b), and 
its possible role in reservoir quality* as 
well as potential significance to hydro- 
carbon accumulation in various subsur- 
face environments, particularly north- 
ern Alaska (Mowatt and Mowatt, 1990). 
This is most important, of course, vis-a- 
vis 'prediction' of 'potential' reservoir 
qualities elsewhere, in rocks similar to 
those from which such prognostications 
are to be attempted. It is, in one sense, 
the crux of the matter, in terms of the 
attempted 'assessment' of reservoir 
potential in the subsurface, prior to test- 
ing with the drill. 

The occurrence and significance of sec- 
ondary dissolution porosity development 
in Kuparuk Rver Formation hydrocxbon 
reservoirs within the Kuparuk Field have 
been described in the technical literature 
(e.g., Paris, 1981; Eggert, 1987; Masterson 
and Paris, l987; Gaynor and Scheihing! 1988). 
This porosity is principally related ta the 
partial dissolution of the rather abundant 
carbonate (esp. siderite) cements associated 
with these rocks. These cements have been 
investigated in some detail by Mozley and 
Carothers (1992), whof among other find- 
ings in their excellent paper, corroborate the 
early paragenesis of much of this cement. 
Masterson and Paris comment indiscussing 



their "C4" stratigraphic interval (1987; p. 
103): 

lntervai C-4 can be up to 60 feet 
(18m) thick and can be almost entirely 
cemented by siderite. Up to 40 feet 
(12m) of reservoir sandstone is present 
in areas where secondary porosity was 
created by dissolution of sideriie and 
framework grains (Paris, 1981;Eggert, 
this volume). The presence of detriial 
siderite clasts within C-4 sandstone 
implies that sideritecement precipitated 
at very shallow depths and was subse- 
quently ripped up and redeposited by 
marine currents. 

Gaynor and Scheihing (1988) observe 
with regard to their stratigraphic *'unit C" 
(p.333): 

The reservoir in unit C is character- 
ized by a blanket-like geometry. Sand- 
stone geometries within unit Care poorly 
defined because of syndepositionalfau~- 
ing and erosional truncations within the 
unit. The C sandstones are massive 
due to biotu&ation and are highly glau- 
conitic. The best reservoir-quality sand- 
stones occur in the basal and upper- 
most intervals. Both intervals have 
unconformities attheir base. In thecase 
of the basal interval, this is a major 
erosional unconformity within the 
Kuparuk River formation. These sub- 
units are characterized by intense sid- 
erite cementation and subsequent par- 
tial dissolution. The distribution of reser- 
voir properties is direcily related to di- 
agenesls and indirectly to depositional 
facies. 

It seems worth pointing out here that 
the existence of appreciable carbonate ce- 
ments andl not infrequently/ their subse- 
quent secondary dissolution is a not uncom- 
mon association in or near the basal and/or 
uppermost portions of m y  sandstone ho- 
rizons, worldwide, based on scrutiny of the 
technical literature, as well as personal ex- 
perience. 

C011ectiveIy~this earlier work seems to 
have been borne out once again in the 

Nechelik #lwell. It is most interesting to 
observe both the enhancing and the delete- 
rious aspects of diagenesis as related to res- 
ervoir rock quality appaendy demonstrated 
in the Nechelik #I well horizons studied in 
the present work. There seem to be obvious 
implications regarding the Torok and 
Nuiqsut samples from the Nechelik ##lwell . 
described in the present reportl as well as for 
the possible existence and potential charac- 
ter of hydrocarbon reservoir rocks in hori- 
zons of similar aspect elsewhere within the 
region. 

ExempliQingks continued careful con- 
sideration of these matters, a recent paper 
by Bloch (1991) nicely illustrates the empiri- 
cal approach currently utilized to attempt to 
predict reservoir quality {porosity and per- 
meability, i.e.). As Bloch points out (p.ll4I5): 

Current efforts to predict porosity 
and permeability in sandstones prior to 
drilling are focused on empirical and 
process-oriented models. Empirical pre- 
dictions are based on the correiation 
between porosity and permeability and 
a limited number of parameters obtained 
from calibration data sets or estimated 
from appropriate geologic modeis.. 
Process-oriented approaches attempt- 
ing to model the effect of diagenesis on 
resewoir qua1.Q are hampered by inad- 
equate quantitative understanding of 
the processes responsible for preserv- 
ing primary porosity and generating 
secondary porosity and permeability. 
Until adequate quantification of the sand- 
stone diagenesis processes is achieved, 
empirical models have a distinct advan- 
tage over process-oriented models in 
providing reliable predictions of reser- 
voir quality in many sandstone inter- 
vals. 

He goes on to present a well-reasoned 
demonskation of this thesis in the remain- 
der of his paper. Bloch also makes the 
following cogent observations: 

The focus of process-orientedtech- 
niques is on modeling diagenetic pro- 
cesses and their effects on the evolu- 



tion of reservoir quality. Among those 
techniques, chemical and mathemati- 
cal models are useful in simulating di- 
agenetic sequences (Bruton, 1985; 
Meshri, 1989), but are not yet capable of 
quantifying changes in porosity and 
permeability (Surdam and Crossey, 
IEl87; Schmoker and Gautier, 1988; 
Meshri, 1989). (p.1145) ............ 

Despite its successes in many geo- 
logical settings, the empirical approach 
is not the ultimate answer to porosity 
and permeabiiiv prediction. In some 
targets, important diagenetic processes 
may not be accounted for by param-
eters comprising agiven calibration data 
set and result in quantitatively inaccu- 
rate predictions. However, despite its 
\imitations, the empiricaltechnique pres- 
ently provides the onlyfeasible approach 
to reservoir quality prediction. (p. II58). 

Lacking the requisite calibration data 
sets, etc., our approach to "reservoir qual- 
ity- present! poten~al" here needs remain 
rather simplistic, hence the approach 
adopted above. Weare continuing our stud- 
ies of diagenetic relationships in various 
wells, with the view to obtaining more com- 
prehensive appreciation of controls on res- 
ervoir properties. 

Torok Formation 


Since only two thin-sections, represent- 
ing horizons just five feet apart vertically in 
the subsurface, were available for hvestiga- 
tion here, extensive further discussion be- 
yond that already offered above seems un-
warranted. These horizons are informative 
in terms of obtaining geological "msights 
regarding these supposedly *'turbiditeff se- 
quences in the lower Torok Formationl and 
characterization of diagenetic relationships, 
as well as for evaluation of reservoir quali- 
ties and potentials. 

The 6382 foot sample demonstrates 

rather convincingly the likely "turbidite" 
nature of at least that particular horizon, on 
the scale of a standard thin-section. Both 
samples provide the fmdmental mineral- 
ogy-fabric information requisite to m ap-
preciationof thedepositional and postdepo- 
sition4 relationships within these intervals. 

The composition (sedimentary rock 
lithic fragments, and quartz, principally) of 
the sand size framework grains indicates 
predominance of sedimentary rocks as 
sources. These very fine to fine s h d  size, 
well sorted grains are also consistent with 
sedimentary sources, and with deposition 
in a distal turbidite environment. 

The nature, amountf distribution, and 
likely effectiveness of the extant porosity 
suggest that these rocks presently represent 
at least fair reservoir rocks, in situ. Taken 
collectively, the mineralogicf fabric, and 
petrophysical attributes of these materials 
would suggest a fair degree of potential for 
further improvement of reservoir quality, 
under appropriate physical and geochemi- 
cd conditions. The caveats, however, are 
several, as discussed above. 

Nuiqsut Unit 

With nineteen thin-sections available 
for studyl representing eighteen horizons 
within some one hundred and three feet of 
stratigraphic interval, the opportunity is af- 
forded for a somewhat detailed evaluation 
of this sequence, in terms of geologic and 
reservoir characteristics in the Nechelik #l 
wellf and with regard to potential relation- 
ships elsewhere in the subsurface. 

A relatively minor amount of the visible 
porosity apparent in these thin-sections 
seem to represent the secondary dissolu- 
tion of certain mare reactive framework 
grains. Additionally, some minor amomts 
of porosity (featuring appreciable 
microporosity, often) are associated with 
patches of sand relatively devoid of clays, 
perhaps representing bioturbation features 





might be considered encouraging/ in terns 
of the possible existence of similar sands 
elsewhere in the region/ equivalent to this 
interval, which might have retained greater 
degrees of their original intergranular po- 
rosities/ under somewhat different (particu- 
larlywithrespect to bioturbation) postdepo- 
sitiond circumstances. 

The predominanceof quartz framework 
grains(~meshowingreworked/somewhat 
rounded secondary quartz over growth^)^ 
the essentidly exclusively s d h m t w  char-
acter (predobantly chertsf carbonate frag- 
ments, with minor amounts of siltstone- 
shalemuds tone clasts) of the decidedly sub- 
ordinate proportions of associated lithic 
framework grainsf the paucity of feldspars, 
and the trace amounts of accompanying 
tourmaline grains collectively indicate a 
source terrane of predoMandy sedimen- 
tary rocks for these components of the rocks 
in the depth interval studied. 

The essentially ubiquitous trace 
amounts of glauconite grains observed could 
have been similarly derived/ although their 
overall aspect! including morphologies and 
apparent lack of appreciable oxidation ef- 
fects! suggests/ rather, that they more likely 
were formed within the sedimentary envi- 
ronment contemporary with the sediments 
as presently constituted. Such primary glau- 
conite is generally considered evidence of a 
marine depositional setting (Selley/ 1978/ p. 
26-29; among numerous other authors). 

The relatively high degree of sorting of 
the sand size framework grains could indi- 
cate a degree of energy in the immediate 
deposigonal environment sufficiently great 
to effect such sorting. Alternatively/ such 
sorting could be attributable to the erosion 
of well sorted s e d h m w  rocks inthe source 
terrane. The moderate (subangular-
subrounded, generdly) degree of round- 
ing/for these generally fine-grained sandsf 
might be interpreted as supporting evidence 
for the latter situation. 

h any eventf in circumstances such as 

those mentioned abovef it would not seem 
unlikely that occasional changes inphysical 
conditions of the local energy regime could 
result in alternating layers richer or power 
invarious size ranges of detrital materials/ 
including clays. Such materialsf when sub- 
jected to subsequent biolo@cal activities/ 
bioturbati~n~would tend toward the type of 
irregular r e d i s b i b u t i o n - ~ ~ g  apparent in 
h e  samples studied. 

Alternatively, of course/ relationskps 
involving clay- and sand-size sedh@nts such 
as observed in these samples may be attrib- 
utable to other complexities of sedimenta- 
tion/ sediment sources and depositional en- 
vironments. Perhaps the simplest explana- 
tion might be that of multiple sources for the 
sediments. ' 

Interpretation of the cause(s) of textural 
inversion, from limited amounts of sample 
asinthe present instance, is generally rather 
subject~ve/ambiguous. However/ in the 
present case, there does seem to be evidence 
of disturbance most likely attributable to 
bioturbation. 

Although we realize that unreserved 
use of any interpretive scheme of purport- 
edly wide-ranging character is fraught with 
uncertaintiesf the following comments are 
put forward here in hopes of at least cata- 
lyzing further thoughtf rather than with any 
compelling degree of assurance as to rigor- 
ous applicability to these samples from the 
Nechelik #lwell. 

The thoughtful contributions of R. L. 
Folk to the development of the science of 
sedimentary petrology over a number of 
years are well known. Folk's syllabus Petrol-
ogy ofsedimmtgryRacks has become a classic 
in the field. In his inimitable fashion, Folk 
has compiledf developed, synthesizedf m d  
presented anenormous amount of informa- 
tion, as exemplified by the summarization 
presented in the 1980 edition of this sylla- 
bus. Ranging the gamut of descriptionf in- 
terpretation, and genesisf his approach in- 
cludes incisive further attempts* la I?. D. 



Krynhe and other subsequent workers-to 
deriveadditional fmdamatal geologic per- 
spectives as to source terrainsf tectonicsf 
paleoclimtes, sedimentary processes and 
depositional environments, etc. from the 
present character of the resultant sedimen- 
tary rocks. 

It seems useful here to consider the 
Nechelik #I well samples which are the 
subject of the present work in the context of 
Folk's scheme (1980; p. 100-155, especially). 
According to this approachf these rocks 
would a11 be considered as "imatureff (ie.! 
containing >5?40 clay size materials). How- 
everf considering just the sand size frame- 
wark grainsf on the basis of the sorting 
(well-very well) the rocks would be termed 
"mahreff' while on the basis of rounding 
(angular /subangular/subrounded/ 
rounded; principally subangular / 
subrounded) the rocks would, be termed at 
least 'isubmhre-mabre.'f In terms of the 
mineralogical composition of the sand size 
grains (ieef predominant quartzf subordi- 
nate lithic fragments- p ~ c i p a l l y  cherts and 
carbonate rocks/frapents, and at most 
mere trace amounts of feldspars), most of 
these rocks would be designated as lichert 
sublithic arenitesrf (the sample from 7117 
feet would be a Iichert quakare~te") .  

Sandstones with such framework grain 
characteris~cs would be considered petro- 
logically as attributable to *'an older sedi- 
mentary sourceff (Folk, 1980, p.l40-l&t), with 
the attendant other geologic implications as 
discussed by Folk (1980f p. 100-155). Ac- 
cording to this view (Folk, I98Of p.140-143): 

Since no period of tectonic stability 
and no period of beach-dune action is 
required to attain a quartzarenge by 
reworking older, already quartz-ric h 
sediments, these can form under any 
tectonic framework and almost any 
environment...Maturiv is generally low 
(because, again, beach-dune action is 
not necessaryfortheir production}, and 
they are characterized primarily by many 
textural inversions (poor sorting and 
high rounding; or, more commonlyi a 

lack of correlation between roundness 
and size, with mixture of angular and 
rounded grains within the same size, or 
small round grains plus large angular 
ones)...Abundantchefi is thechief diag- 
nostic material; it is quite comm~nly 
anguiar and associated with rounded 
and reworked quartz grains. There may 
be a very little feldspar, mica, 8tca7 so 
that these are not quartzarenites of high 
purity. 

The "immature" aspect represents the 
dilemma of textural inversions ( ~ o l k ~  1980, 
p.103-106), which may be rationalized in a 
number of ways. As Folk statesf "These are 
very valuable in hterpretation because they 
indicate mixing of the products of two en- 
ergy levels". Among the various combina- 
tions of sedi~entological circumstances 
which may be invoked to explain textural 
inversionsf biohrbation appears to perhaps 
best explain the relationships observed in 
these sampfes from the Nechelik ##I well. It 
seems appropriate here to let Folk (1980f p. 
103) have the next-to-last word: 

Some textural inversions may be 
caused by burrowing organisms; for 
exampie, pelecypods or worms could 
burrow through a nicely interlayered 
series of well-sorted sands and 
interbedded clean clays, and make the 
whole thing into a homogeneous mass 
of clayeyi immature sand. But the pres- 
ence of these immature sands would 
indicate that the final environment was 
one of low energy, or else the currents 
would have re-sorted the material after 
burrowing. 

8. Postscript 

The implications of any/all of this in 
terms of the potential existence, character, 
m d  recognition of undiscavered hydrocar- 
bon reservoir rocks within the region re- 
main to be elucidated. 

With this in mind, we finish here with 
some remarks by an erstwhile colleague, 



and venerable sage of petroleum geology- 
Parke A. Pickey. Somewhat ahead of his 
time, as he often was, in 1958 Dr. Dickey, 
writing in the Tulsa Geological Society Di-
gest, offered this insightful piece of geo- 
poetry: 

''We usually fiid oil in new places with 
old ideas. Sometimest also, we find oil in an 
old place with a new idea, but we seldom 
fiid much oil in an old place with an old 
idea. Several times in the past we have 
thought that we were running out of oil, 
whereas actually we were ody running out 
of ideas." 
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PLATE 1 


A. 7118 feet. Photographed at 12.5X. Printed photograph =50X magnification. Much of 
the field of view features carbonate cemented framework grains; the darker intergranular 
areas include appreciable clay and associated organic material. Traces of porosity are present 
(blue). Note shape, sorting, and packing of framework grains. 

B. 7118 feet. Photographed at 12.5X magnification, using crossed polarizing filters 
("XSP"). Printed photograph =50X magnification. Same field of view as A. Note especially 
the well-developed carbonate cement (orange-brown-golden, left side of photograph). 

C.7118 feet. Photographed at 25X magnification. Printed photograph =100X magnifica- 
tion. Close-up of central portion of field of view showninB. Indications of quartz overgrowths 
are also discernible. 

D. 7118 feet. Photographed at 25X magnification, using crossed polarizing filters 
("XSP"). Printed photograph = 100X magnification. Same field of view as C. Note carbonate 
cement (orange-brown-golden, left side of photograph), as well as traces of quartz overgrowths. 





PLATE 2 

A. 7131feet. Photographed at 1Xmagnification. Printed photograph =4Xm@fication. 
Presents an overview of the typical character of these Nuiqsut unit samples. Note rock fabric, 
i~egdar/discon~uous/patchy nature of the lmellae and the coarser areas. Evidence of 
bioturbation throughout specimen. 

B.7164 feet. Photogaphed at 12.5X mflfication. Printed photogaph =50X magnifi-
cation. Note rock fabrict framework grains with appreciable intergranular clay material, one 
pale greenish glauconite grain (just to right oft and above, center of ph~tograph)~a portion 
of apyrite-filled burrow (black, bottom of photogaph) and a portion of a relatively clay-free 
bmow (white areaj upper left of photograph). 

C.7164 feet. Photographed at 25X magnification. Printed photograph = 1WX magnifi-
cation. Close-up view of relatively clay-free burrow shown in B; note some porosity 
development (blue), quartz overgrowths, and general aspects of framework grainst 
inteergranular clays (and associated organic materials). 

D. 7126 feet. Photographed at 12.5Xrnagmficatiori. Printed photograph =SOX magnifi-
cation. View of porosity development (bluej principally at the top of the photograph) in an 
area adjacent to a thin zone of clay/organic materials (dark, across upper-middle portion of 
field of view), with the remainder (lower one-half) of the field of view showing extensive 
intergranular carbonate cementation. Note also general aspects of rock fabric, in particular 
the shape, sorting! and packing of the framework grains. 

mailto:=4Xm@fication




PLATE 3 


A. 7136 feet. Photographed at 12.5X magnification. Printed photograph =50X mgnifi- 
caion. WeU-developed carbonate cementation intergandar to framework grains (pre- 
dominantly quartz). A portion of a Pelecypod shell fragmentf showing prismatic structure, 
is visible at the top of the photograph. Note rock fabric, especially the shapef sortingf and 
packing of the framework grains. 

B. 7136 feet. Photographed at 12.5X magnificationf using crossed polarizing filters 
("XSP"). Same field of view as A. Note carbonate cementf as well as prismatic calcite in 
Pelecypod fragment (orange-brom-golden). 

C. 7136 feet. Photographed at 25X magnificationf using crossed polarizing filters 
(*'XSP"). Printed photograph =100X magnification. Upper portionof the field of view shown 
in B.Close-up view of carbonate cementf framework grainsf Pelecypod fragment. 

D. 7142 feet. Photographed at 25X m@fim~onf using crossed polarizing filters 
("XSPf'). Printed photograph = 1WX magnification. Note carbonate cements (orange- 
brown-golden) comprised of apparent siderite (small crystals) and more extensive calcite, 
intergranular to framework g r a b  (principally quartzf some with overgowths). 





PLATE 4 

A. 6382 feet. Photographed at 25X magnification. Printed photograph = 1WX ma@-
cation. General view of rock fabric elements. Note in particular sizef shape, soMg of 
framework grainsf and porosity development (sham inblue). 

B. 6382feet. Photographed at 50X magnification. Printed photograph =2WX magnifica-
tion. Close-up view of central portion of field of view inA. Note nature of porosity- much 
secondary, with appreciable microporosity. 

C. 6382 feet. Photographed at 5OX rnagrufication. Printed photograph = 2WX.m@-
cation. Features view of porosityf and evidence of development via secondary dissolution 
of frameworkgrains (particularly feldspars, and lithic fragments). Appreciable microporosity 
is apparent aswell within the field of view. 

D. 6382 feet. Photographed at 50X magnification, using crossed polarizing filters 
("XSPf'). Printed photograph = 200X magnification. Note especially the remnants of a 
plagioclase feldspar gain which has undergone partial secondary dissolution (just above 
the center of the field of view}. 





APPENDIX 1 


Sedimentary Metamorphic 

F i g u r e  5 - 1 .  	 Classification of terrigenous sandstones. 
(Modified from Dott, 1964, F i g .  3 )  

From Pettijohn, et al., 1987  



APPENDIX 2 


Total Organic Carbon, Rock-eval Pyrolysis, and V i  trini t e  Ref1ectance 

Geochemical Data for the Sohio Alaska Petroleum Company Nechel ik No. 1 

We11 


20 June 1985 Total o f  4 pages In report 

Geologic  Materials Center Data Report 60 
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a Depth given is top of >foot interval 
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